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Dave Roman has been invaluable in getting the steam loadshed program implemented. He has spent many hours program-

ming controllers to save the university’s research and animals in the event of a steam emergency.  

 

Dave  trains and advises new programmers in the Control shop, his expertise and intelligence can be counted on.  

He is instrumental in the operation of EMCS and ensuring databases for monitoring alarms are complete and correct.  

Prior to his move to EMCS he has engineered and implemented many projects for the Energy Conservation Initiative pro-

gram. This has not only made the buildings run more efficiently but has also saved the university many thousands of dol-

lars in operating costs. He is invaluable to the Control Shop and is doing the best for the university.  Customers and con-

tractors have also commented on his excellent work.  

 

Recently this winner assisted Iowa State University’s PE, Clark Thompson: Through conference calls, emails and sharing his 

experience and knowledge with control sequences he helped provide invaluable information to ISU to help them get started 

to research and pioneer a new approach to lab controls. Clark is quoted: “I wanted to let you know that Dave did an excel-

lent job of providing Iowa State University with valuable information regarding the Cornell University lab control experience. 

Thank you very much for allowing Dave to assist Iowa State University.” 

Phil Engers from Facility Dynamics wrote to say after the Teagle Hall project was complete: 

“The checkout went extremely well, we found NO problems. Dave fine tuned the sequences and appears to have signifi-

cantly improved comfort in the building – not simply upgrade outdated controllers. ”(It’s) Unusual that the ‘contractor’ care-

fully pretests the installation before we functionally test the project.” ” I thought I should make sure you folks knew how 

well it went. The shops deserve kudos for their work.” 

And our campus customer Charlotte Mosher from The Johnson School wrote:  

“Please know how grateful the Johnson School is that your “shop” partnered with us over the last few years to help im-

prove our heating/ac and in general move us toward real energy savings at Sage.  Dave Roman educated, pushed and was 

the official hand holder to our two facility coordinators through ALC training and beyond.” “Numbers don’t lie and immedi-

ately after the HVAC re-fit we realized fairly significant savings in our energy bill.” 

Congratulations and Thank you David!  


